COLLEGE MERIT REPORT SEARCH BACKWARDS
Attached is your College Search Merit Report. The schools listed were the ones you
selected to see if there was a merit match. If a school you selected is not on the
following page, this means that more likely than not, your student will not receive a
merit scholarship from this school.
If the school is listed more than once that means there are multiple merit
scholarships that meet your student’s criteria.
The amount signifies the dollar value of the corresponding scholarship. GPA is the
minimum GPA needed to qualify for that specific scholarship. SAT is the minimum
(math and verbal) required for that specific scholarship
WHATS NEXT
Go through this list. Do some research. You will be able to eliminate a few from your
research.
You are not expected to apply to all these schools, by the time application time
comes (Sept‐Nov) you should have 6‐8 schools to apply to. Out of those, hopefully, if
you follow my process, 3‐4 will give you significant financial aid packages.
IGNORE THIS AT PERIL TO YOUR WEALTH!!!
It is imperative that you follow these results. Like I mentioned, it would be ideal if
your student would find some schools on the list that he /she were interested in. It is
not a perfect world and that may not happen. You need to have the end game in
mind and that end game is getting as much money from the college of your choice as
possible. In order to do that you need to create a bidding war for your student.
PLEASE APPLY TO AT LEAST 4 OF THESE SCHOOLS SO THAT YOU CREATE LEVERAGE
FOR NEGOTIATING LATER ON!!
IF YOU HAVE NO COMPETING AWARD LETTERS, YOUR ODDS FOR A SUCCESSFUL
NEGOTIATION FOR MORE MONEY FROM COLLEGES,
DECREASE DRAMATICALLY!!
Additionally, because a school is not on this list does not mean you should not
apply to it. My software is not perfect and as such I may not have that specific
school’s data in the software.

Although GFG tries to ensure the accuracy to the utmost degree, it is always left to
the judgment of the specific institution whether or not you receive a scholarship. If
a school is on this list, the odds are very much in your favor that you will receive a
scholarship(s) roughly in the amount listed in this report, however, as mentioned
above it can not be guaranteed!

